Problems in engineering are usually hard to be modeled and solved through mathematical approaches, due to the complex nature of these problems and the need for specifying effective, efficient, and proper models to consider and approach reallife or empirical and emulated problem scenarios. Many proposals are constantly being put forward, based on different kind of models, specially referring to mathematical models, and formalization approaches, in the context of this journal, ranging from purely linear programming models, algebra or differential equations based models to artificial intelligent (AI) oriented models or based on agents or neural networks. These include a great number of AI tools, such as fuzzy theory, grey theory, neural network model, Genetic Algorithms, and expert systems.
This special issue addresses intelligent, collaborative decision-making models, methods, and tools for enabling improvements towards collaborative management and the optimization of production activities as well as enhancement of supply chain and networked manufacturing processes. One of the biggest problems arising in the context of engineering and production management science, besides the problem of data collection, is related to information modeling and processing in secure and timely manner. Decision support models and tools have to become increasingly more interactive and accurate across software-based systems intended to support business and organizational decision-making activities in order to help decision makers to compile and process information, specify useful business models and processes, and solve production management problems in companies. The advent of the web and cloud computing have enabled interorganizational decision support systems and have given rise to numerous challenges and applications of existing technology as well as many new decision support models, methods, and technologies.
A number of important works have been carried out during the last decade focusing on these issues, and in this special issue on intelligent, collaborative decision-making models, methods, and tools, a set of papers that further explore this issues are incorporated.
One paper of this special issue addresses a time-variant variance and time-variant expected market demand model to investigate order strategies that are used by risk-averse holiday merchants. Through their newsvendor model, the authors were able to capture the unique characteristics of holiday merchandise in the retail market to investigate the display time and the traditional order quantity decision with time-sensitive purchase cost, therefore helping to offer a more detailed understanding of the interaction among these important parameters through numerical analysis.
Another paper puts forward a plant intelligent behaviour optimization algorithm for solving vehicle routing problem. The algorithm is motivated by intelligent behaviour of plants and is implemented to solve benchmark vehicle routing problems of all sizes. The algorithm is able to be applied to very large vehicle routing problem instances due to the ability of the plant to use previously stored memory to respond to new problems and to adjust to changing problem conditions. The authors of another paper propose network Data Envelopment Analysis models based on slacks-based measure framework which categorize intermediate measures into Another study presents a cycle deep belief network model for multivariate time series classification, which is a learning algorithm that can discover the structure hidden in the data and learn representations that are more suitable as input to a supervised machine than the raw input. This kind of contributions is quite important as time series classifications are becoming increasingly more important in a broad range of real world applications.
One of the papers of this special issue addresses secure k-nearest neighbors (kNN) computation and integrity assurance of data outsourcing in the cloud. Therefore, the authors propose a verifiable spatial data index structure (VSS-tree) to improve kNN query efficiency and provide kNN query verification. Moreover, for resisting level 2 attacks, the cloud server can perform a kNN query on encrypted data points and query points.
Another study puts forward a recommendation approach based on simulation for suggesting optimized production conditions, including processing velocity of the automated machine, to overcome and avoid contamination problems, which can very negatively affect production processes, such as in the case of manufacturing head stack assembly (HSA) within a hard disk drive factory. Therefore, the proposed approach is suitable for recommending sustainable optimized production conditions to provide enhanced environmental conditions, along with improved economical manufacturing conditions, with reduced energy consumptions.
One paper performs an analysis of critical-barriers identification and qualitative data analysis to implement sustainable supply chain management by using interpretive structural modeling technique, based on an empirical case study.
Another paper describes a hybrid algorithm combining simulated annealing and genetic algorithm, referred to as simulated annealing genetic algorithm, along with the application of distributed decision-making and principal-agent theory to build a model for scheduling risk management of IT outsourcing projects.
The authors of one of the papers put forward an agentbased modeling and simulation approach of designer's bidirectional behaviour of task selection in open source design process, based on a website recommendation mechanism through a collaborative filtering algorithm based on a threedimensional matrix including information of design agents, tasks and skills, and an autonomous selection approach, which can be applied in practice benefiting both designers and open source design.
A study of this special issue presents a quite interesting risky multicriteria group decision-making approach based on cloud prospect theory and regret feedback. The approach is based on linguistic variable assessment and proposes a model that considers various and differential psychological behaviour and the ambiguity of linguistic variable assessment across multicriteria risks. Based on the cloud prospect value assessment, a cloud prospect value aggregation method and consensus degree measurement are used. Moreover, an improved feedback adjustment mechanism based on regret theory is employed as the consistency model, which complements prospect theory. The three theoretical methods together constitute the core elements of the authors' proposed cloud prospect value consensus degree decision model.
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